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I. INTRODUCTION
Several types of failures can occur in the GPS satellites that transmit the ranging signals to the users. Among
them, a specific type of failure in the signal generation process aboard the satellite may result in an anomalous
waveform being transmitted, called an ‘evil waveform’.
Evil waveforms are GPS signals that have a distorted PRN code modulation waveform. The main impact is a
rupture of the symmetry of the cross-correlation peak inside the tracking channel, therefore inducing a different
measurement error for two receivers that would not have the same architecture. As a consequence, there is a potential
for evil waveforms to induce large tracking errors of differential systems if left undetected.
Simulations of the impact of these evil waveforms using simplified GPS receiver simulators with harmonized
assumptions have been conducted by several teams. This includes simulations of the performance of the ground
monitoring techniques and tracking errors induced by these waveforms [2]. Only a small number of practical results
were reported about the behavior of real receivers tracking evil waveforms [2].
ESTEC has decided to develop a test-bed to increase the knowledge on the true effect of evil waveforms on real
receivers since few results exist on the subject. The test set-up will allow to :
• understand how real receivers behave when tracking evil signals (deformation of correlation function, acquisition
and tracking points),
• find-out if their behavior is conform to what can be predicted using receiver simulators,
• analyze what exactly is the performance of the different ground monitoring techniques.
This test-bed is developed jointly by M3SYSTEMS, ENAC and ENSEEIHT.
II. EVIL WAVEFORM MODEL
Evil waveforms are GPS signals that have a distorted PRN code modulation waveform. The deformation is
modeled by a lead or a lag of the rising or falling edges of the modulation code, and/or by a second-order filtering of
this waveform.
The main impact is a rupture of the symmetry of the cross-correlation peak inside the tracking channel,
therefore inducing a different measurement error for two receivers that would not have the same architecture.
As a consequence, there is a potential for evil waveforms to induce large tracking errors of differential systems.
This potential danger pushed the Global Navigation Satellite System Panel (GNSSP) of the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO), and the RTCA SC-159, to propose sections in the standards that would guarantee the safe
operation of differential GPS.
Several teams gathered their efforts to tackle that problem, and it was proven from simulation results that an
adequate ground monitoring technique exists and that constraints on the airborne receiver could be proposed to make
sure the differential tracking error does not exceed the required accuracy level.
The evil waveform is a GPS signal that has a distorted PRN code modulation waveform. The failure giving
birth to an evil waveform occurs in the code modulation generation channel only, therefore the transmitted carrier is not
affected. Two types of failure can occur that result in an evil waveform being radiated. A failure in the digital code chip
generation module can alter the synchronization of some of the C/A code chip edges. A mismatch of the analog bandlimiting filter can distort the physical waveform being transmitted.
As a consequence, the model proposed in [1] is a PRN signal affected by one or both of the following effects:
1. All the falling edges or all the rising edges of the code modulation are delayed or advanced by an amount of ∆
seconds. If there is a lag, then ∆ is positive, if there is a lead, ∆ is negative. ∆ is usually expressed in chips, as a
multiple of the chip length Tc=1/1.023⋅106 s.
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2.

The modulation is filtered by a 2nd order filter characterized by two parameters:
• σ=δωn where δ is the damping factor and ωn/2π is the frequency.
•

Fd =

ωn
1−δ 2
2π

is the resonant frequency.

Usually, σ and Fd are expressed in MHz.
Several types of threat models are considered:
• Threat model A: this type of evil waveform contains only the lead/lag effect. In that case, σ=0, Fd=0 and the
accepted range of values for ∆ is: –0.12 Tc ≤ ∆ ≤ 0.12 Tc.
• Threat model B: this type of evil waveform contains only the 2nd order filtering effect. Therefore, ∆=0 and the
possible range of values for σ and Fd is: 0.8 MHz ≤ σ ≤ 8.8 MHz, 4 MHz ≤ Fd ≤ 17 MHz.
• Threat model C: this type of evil waveform contains both effects. The possible range of values is: –0.12 Tc ≤ ∆ ≤
0.12 Tc, 0.8 MHz ≤ σ ≤ 8.8 MHz, 7.3 MHz ≤ Fd ≤ 13 MHz.
III. IMPACT OF EVIL WAVEFORM ON RECEIVERS
Model A evil waveforms add a periodic line spectrum to the nominal C/A code power spectrum density. This
Moreover, model A evil waveforms raise the DC
additive line spectrum has a sin (πf∆ ) πf∆ envelope.
component of the code modulation by an amount close to ∆ 2 due to the near balance of 0s and 1s in each C/A code.
As indicated in [Enge et al., 1999], the cross-correlation between model A evil waveforms and a nominal C/A code
shifts the top section of the triangle by ∆/2, and introduces a plateau of width ∆.
Model B evil waveforms raise all the frequency components of the code spectrum located around Fd,. As a result,
the cross-correlation function is also filtered by the 2nd order filter.
Model C evil waveforms are a combination of the lead/lag effect with the 2nd order filtering effect.
IV. TEST-BED ARCHITECTURE
The General test bed architecture can be broken down into the following building blocks :
• Baseband IF Signal generator: This generator is designed to output the baseband evil waveform signal. It includes a
digital unit providing analog undisturbed baseband GPS signals with two different C/A code (PRN1 and PRN2) .
One of these signals is crossing a module that provides the lead/lag effect on the rising edge of chips, the output is
the model A evil waveform. This signal is fed to a 2nd order filter designed to add model B evil waveform
generation capability. The output of this baseband IF Signal generator is the sum of the undisturbed signal and the
model C evil waveform (or model A or B according to the modules’ parameters), both in baseband. The whole
signal generator functions are provided by a numeric card (FPGA) described in Section V.
• RF Signal generator:. This is an Off The Shelf signal generator performing the modulation of the L1 carrier by the
baseband modulation signal. The selected equipment is Vector signal generator – SMIQ – Rohde & Schwarz.
• Receiver: For determining the measurement error induced by evil waveforms, the receiver can be any GPS receiver
providing raw data output. For testing the performance of evil waveform monitoring techniques, the receiver
selected is a NovAtel Millenium receiver with specific multi-correlator software (Cf. Section 6). This receiver will
also be extensively used for range error analysis due to its large RF bandwidth and its capability to have various
chip spacings and discriminator types.
• Evil waveform events monitoring : The system is composed of the NovAtel Millenium receiver with the multicorrelator software, whose outputs are collected in real time with a LabView module running on a PC,
implementing an SQM technique.
The Test Bed architecture is illustrated in figure 1:
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Figure 1: Test Bed Configuration
Figure 2 shows the test bed that has been developed. The baseband signal generator block is provided by the electronic
card – metallic box-, the RF signal generator is the SMIQ 02B at the bottom-left of the picture, events monitoring are
assumed by the computer, and the receiver is the black box on the generator. The additional equipment used for
development and validation phases is a frequency meter and an oscilloscope (on the SMIQ).

Figure 2: Evil Waveform Test Bed
V. EVIL WAVEFORM GENERATOR
The board is using a set of a digital unit delivering model A evil waveforms, and the 2nd order filter. The digital
unit is designed to output the analog baseband GPS signal including rising or falling edge shifts corresponding to model
A evil waveforms. This unit is a FPGA circuit reading memories containing valid navigation messages and the PRN to
be generated. The FPGA will also have the capability to delay the rising or the falling edges of the bit transitions by
triggering counters driving latches.
This output will then have to be fed to a 2nd order filter implemented in the second digital unit. The
combination of the module adding the delays on the bit transitions and the 2nd order filter allows the generation of any
GPS evil waveform.
Two PRNs signals are generated in baseband: one of them is not affected by the evil waveform, the second one
is affected. This is done so that the GPS receiver can provide two pseudorange measurements than can be differenced to
yield directly the pseudorange measurement error induced by the evil waveform.
The entire generator needs to be tied to a common clock. That common clock is the 10 MHz reference
synchronization signal that is output by the SMIQ OCXO. The FPGA board uses that 10 MHz reference signal to
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trigger the generation of the C/A code chip edges. That 10 MHz reference is also internally used by the SMIQ itself to
generate the L1 carrier. Such a synchronization is required so that the receiver can track signals for which the dynamics
on the carrier is identical to the dynamics on the code modulation.
The general architecture of the board used to generate the evil waveform is given in figure 3:
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Figure 3: Evil Waveform Generator Architecture
Figure 4 shows an example of the code tracking error that can be observed with a nominal signal when no evil
waveforms are applied.
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Figure 4: Nominal tracking error in absence of evil waveforms.

VI. MULTICORRELATOR RECEIVER
The receiver used in the test-bed is a Novatel Millenium receiver. That receiver can provide as much as 48 correlator
output pairs (48 on I, 48 on Q), where all correlators are slaved to the punctual determined by one tracking pair in one
tracking channel.
The first software has a single tracking channel providing 48 correlator output pairs with 5 distributions (evenly spaced
correlator, leading or trailing edge only, peak intensive distribution, and ultra wide spacings). Correlator ouputs
observed with the first configuration with nominal signal conditions are shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Nominal correlator outputs with the 1
software configuration.
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The second software is a multiple correlator outputting 12 correlator pair values (12 I and 12 Q) for 4 tracking channels.
In each channel, all the correlators are slaved to the tracking pair and placed at the location (in each of the 4 channels)
as illustrated in figure 6. This software version is designed to implement the SQM candidate 2b described in [Ref. 11].
Finally, the third software version has a single tracking channel and allows 4 chip spacings (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0) with
traditional dot-product discriminator (figure 7), and 3 chip spacing sets (0.05-0.1, 0.1-0.2, 0.2-0.4) with double delta
discriminator.
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Figure 7: Possible E-L tracking pairs with 3rd SW version
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Figure 8: Possible ∆∆ tracking pairs with 3rd SW version

VI. OBSERVATION OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
One of the tasks of the test plan is to observe the correlation function of the signal affected by the evil waveform with
the local C/A code. That analysis is done to determine what exactly is the real influence of evil waveforms on true
receivers, and also to check how close the correlation shapes predicted with the simulation software are to the observed
functions. Figures 9 and 10 show an example of a comparison between the observed and the predicted correlation
functions.
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Figure 10: Difference between observed and predicted
model B correlation functions.

Figure 9: Comparison of observed and predicted model
B correlation functions.

As we can see from these 2 figures, the main effect of the oscillations is predicted with good accuracy although
a deviation is visible. That deviation has a maximum value of 0.03, and is globally lower than 5% in the interval [-0.5;
0.5] chip of the correlation function.
VII. CODE TRACKING ERROR
Another task included in the test plan is to observe the tracking error induced by evil waveforms. That analysis
is done to determine what exactly is the influence of evil waveforms on a receiver tracking loop and to compare the
predicted values with the observed values.
Figures 11 and 12 show the evolution of the observed and predicted tracking errors induced by a model A evil
waveform on an E-L 0.05 chip DLL and a 0.2 chip DLL.

Figure 12 : Comparison between observed and
predicted effect of model A EWF on an E-L 0.2 chip
DLL

Figure 11 : Comparison between observed and
predicted effect of model A EWF on an E-L 0.05 chip
DLL

The linear evolution of the tracking error seen on these 2 figures can be explained by the predicted effect of a
model A evil waveform on the correlation peak. In the case of an infinite bandwidth receiver, a model A evil waveform
creates a plateau of width ∆ on the correlation function and shifts the correlation function by ∆/2. Therefore, as the
receiver used has a wide bandwidth (BW2=16 MHz), the tracking error grows as ∆/2 as long as ∆ is lower than the chip
spacing. Some distortions to that simple value are introduced when ∆ is larger than the chip spacing.
The software used to predict the measurement error takes all this into account, but we can see that the predicted
value deviates from the observed value as ∆ grows (0.8 m for ∆=0.12 Tc for a 0.05 chip DLL in figure 11, 0.6 m for
∆=0.12 Tc for a 0.2 chip DLL in figure 12). That behaviour may be due to several factors: first of all, the ∆ value
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affecting the PRN modulation may have a few percent incertitude. Secondly, as the DLL chip spacing is smaller than ∆,
the DLL locks on a point that is difficult to predict because of the flatness of the discrimination function in those cases.
Globally, the error is lower than 0.8 m for all configurations tested, which is satisfying.
Figures 13 and 14 show a comparison between the observed and predicted tracking errors induced by a model
B evil waveform on an E-L 0.1 chip DLL.

Figure 13: Evolution of the observed tracking error in
presence of a model B evil waveform.

Figure 14: Deviation between the observed and the
predicted tracking error (model B evil waveform).

Figure 13 represents the evolution of the observed tracking error as a function of Fd and σ. As we can see, for a
specific σ, the error decreases when Fd increases. This is due to the combinations of two effects: first of all, as Fd
increases, the tracking error decreases in the case of an infinite bandwidth receiver. Then, the filtering effect applied by
the receiver front-end filter reduces the amount of high-frequency components entering the tracking loops. As we can
see, the effect of model B evil waveforms is quite constant starting from Fd=9 MHz.
We can see from the contour plot in figure 14 that the deviation between the observed and predicted tracking
errors is maximum when Fd is lower than 8 MHz. In that region, the maximum deviation is –1.9 m (observed 9.6 m /
predicted 11.5 m) for Fd=4 Mhz and σ=3.8 MHz. The deviation here may be due to the implementation of the second
order filter that was done on the FPGA and to our capacity to model the RF front-end filter. The waveform is encoded
on 8 bits, which is perhaps too small a number of bits to represent the waveform. Then, the true RF front-end filter
differs from our best model. That deviation represents an 18% accuracy, which we feel is quite large. Current efforts
aim at understanding whether this deviation is due to the model B evil waveform implementation in the EWF generator
or to an inadequate receiver filter model.
VII. CONCLUSION
A test-bed for evaluation of the effect of evil waveforms on real receivers is in development for ESA. That
test-bed is designed to provide knowledge on the true impact of evil waveforms on the correlation function and on the
tracking error, as well as to test the performance of SQM techniques.
The test-bed is composed of a baseband generator that can generate all evil waveforms in models A, B and C,
delivering a signal to a vector signal generator to which a real receiver can be connected.
Initial correlation function observations show a good consistency between the predicted and observed
deformations (less than 5% error in the [–0.5; 0.5] chip region.
The pseudorange error measurements in most of the possible cases have been done. The first analyses of the
observed and predicted errors that were conducted are satisfying for model A evil waveforms (0.8 m max deviation
between observations and predictions). Those analyses are not completely satisfying for model B evil waveforms (1.9 m
max deviation), and efforts will are made to determine whether this deviation may be due to the EWF generator or to
the receiver filter model.
Further efforts will aim at testing the SQM performance using the evil waveform generator and using live GPS
signals.
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